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The Aerolayer. Airborne filtration by aerodynamic focusing and growth3
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In this work, a novel approach for airborne filtration with particular reference to medical (non-oil)8

medical mask is discussed. Here, and contrariwise to current approaches, filtration is attained9

neither by reducing the hydraulic diameter of the pore nor by increasing the fibre layers thickness10

-both of them with a strong penalty in the breathability of the mask, but rather by aerodynamic11

focussing and growth of the particles themselves. Aerodynamic focussing of particles is achieved by12

a proper simple parallel rearrangement of the traditional crisscrossing fibres -a configuration which13

we called the aerolayer; and the growth by coalescence. Utilizing a simplified geometrical and phys-14

ical model, an expression for the required length of the aerolayer was derived. It is shown that the15

aerolayer is not only able to increase the probability of capture for small particles but also can po-16

tentially improve the breathability by reduction of the total thickness of the current layers required.17

Additional R&D is required in order to arrive to the most optimized practical design of the aerolayer.18

19

aKeywords. Airborne filtration; Medical masks; COVID-1920

21

I. INTRODUCTION22

The world is about to enter its fourth year of living23

with COVID-19 and although public health authori-24

ties are encouraging that 2023 will be a better year25

than previous ones and the possibility that COVID26

no longer being a global health emergency in the27

coming year, however, globally, more than 3 million28

new cases and 10 000 deaths have been reported in29

the week of 26 December 2022 to 1 January 2023.30

Since the beginning of the pandemic several measures31

have been taken by global governments, such as social32

distancing, the use of alcohol-based hand sanitizer, or33

strict enforcement of quarantines. Among all protective34

measures taken the most conspicuous symbol of the35

epidemic was/is the use of face medical masks, and,36

although for asians worn face masks it is a common37

situation, nevertheless for western countries it has38

been unusual and yet and after more than two year of39

pandemic it is still hardly accepted by population, [2],[3].40

41

Despite that during the first stages of the pandemic,42

the World Health Organization, and health professionals43

from different countries claimed that the use of protective44

masks was not necessary for healthy people, unless they45

were in contact and/or taking care of people infected46

with SARS-CoV-2 [4]; the overall perception about its47

effectiveness changed progressively, and their use be-48

came recommended and even mandatory in some places.49

Nonetheless, there is still different opinions regarding the50

effectiveness of masks to prevent COVID-19 infection.51

∗ Corresponding author: Tel.: +34 648 039 039; fran-
cisco.javier.arias@upc.edu

FIG. 1. (I) Schematic of the crisscrossing fibres layer in a face
mask (II) Equivalent mask layer model using the hydraulic
diameter.

Kwok et al, [5], for example, states that the effectiveness52

of face masks is minimal, unless its used accompanied53

by good hand hygiene, isolation from infected patients54

and immunization, among other factors, and in the55

other side, Leung et al. [6] clearly state the fact that56

face masks can reduce the transmission of COVID-1957

and other influenza viruses. Kähler et al. [7], found58

that apart from a FFP3 mask, the rest of the masks59

used have barely no filtering effect on the droplet sized60

produced when the subject breathes or speaks. With61

the start of vaccination campaigns around the world,62

the opportunity to stop the evolution of the pandemic63

and its effects arises [8],[9], but until the majority of the64

world’s population is vaccinated, the use of face masks65

to avoid the spread of the virus is still mandatory.66
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FIG. 2. Sketch of the core idea. (a) left side: typical crisscrossing fibres layers used in traditional face masks; and (b) right
side: the use of the proposed aerolayer.

Understanding the mechanisms through which the virus67

is transmitted is key in order to avoid the expansion of68

the pandemic. At this point, it was initially believed69

that the transport of the virus was mostly due to70

saliva droplets with 5 to 10μm-diameter, originated from71

speaking, coughing, sneezing or just breathing. However,72

from the second half of 2020, mounting evidence seemed73

to suggest that transmission could also happen through74

airborne particles, i.e., particles with diameters ≤ 5μm75

[10], and in fact, nowadays, some researchers suggest76

that it can be the main mechanism of transmission.77

The problem of airborne transmission is due to the fact78

that, while bigger droplets usually fall to the ground79

within minutes or less, however, airborne particles not80

only can travel much longer distances but they can also81

keep floating in the air for hours in certain conditions [11].82

83

It could be thought, at first glance, that filtering84

smaller particles will only require either reducing the hy-85

draulic diameter of the pore of the mask by increasing86

the number of fibre layers. Unfortunately, the solution is87

not so simple, both aforementioned measures have a big88

negative impact in the breathability of the mask. Here,89

and contrariwise to those strategies, a novel concept is90

proposed, in which filtration is attained neither by de-91

creasing the hydraulic diameter of the pore nor by in-92

creasing the thickness or number of crisscrossing layers93

of the mask, but rather by aerodynamic focussing and94

growth of the particles themselves.95

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS96

There are a large variety of masks in the market, but97

briefly the more important are the -N-95 and KN-9598

masks also called respirators N-95s and KN-95s which99

are designed for a very close facial fit; -Surgical masks100

also called disposable masks or medical procedure masks101

which are made of a combination of paper and plastics;102

-Cloth masks which can be made from a variety of fabrics103

but unlikely to provide adequate protection against the104

highly transmissible; and finally -Face shield mask which105

is not effective from respiratory droplets (they have106

large gaps below and alongside the face through which107

droplets can escape). For a comprehensive updated108

review of the various categories of face masks and109

current regulations the recent work by Das et al (2021)110

is recommended, [12]. Nevertheless among the different111

types of masks available in the market, the N-95 type112

is without doubt the most common of the all the types.113

The N-95 filters at least 95% of airborne particles but114

is not resistant to oil-based particles, and therefore, the115

scope of the present study will be limited to the N-95116

(non-oil) type of mask.117

118

A. Assumptions119

The simplifying assumptions valid for a first analytical120

assessment of the problem are as follows:121

• The channels between fibres are represented by its122

hydraulic diameter, i.e, by an equivalent circular123

channel.124

• Laminar flow. The typical values for Reynolds125

number for medical mask are below 50, and thus126

the assumption is more than justified.127

• Airborne particles are spherical.128

• For preliminary calculations, it is taken the relative129
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FIG. 3. Cross section of the proposed stack of fibre layers and forces experienced by a droplet inside the ”aerolayer”

velocity between the particle and the flow half of130

the local fluid velocity as suggested by [13], [14].131

To begin with, let us consider a traditional face mask.132

It is basically formed by a stack of n- vertical layers -133

generally 3 of them for the case of N95s. Each layer is134

formed by a bunch of fibres with a random crisscrossing135

pattern more or less as pictorially sketched at the left136

side of Fig. 1. For pressure drop calculations, it is com-137

mon the use of hydraulic diameter dh, in which the voids138

or empty spaces between the fibres are represented by139

the equivalent round tube or channel which gives similar140

hydraulic calculations. With the use of the hydraulic di-141

ameter, a Reynolds number Re of the equivalent channel142

may be defined as143

Re =
2v̄frh
ν

(1)

where v̄f is the mean air velocity; rh = dh

2 is the hy-144

draulic radius; and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the145

fluid. Taking into account that typical breathing ve-146

locities vary from 1 m/s to 10 m/s, or thereabouts,[16],147

and considering a value for the kinematic viscosity of air148

ν = 1.5 × 10−5 m2/s at 20◦C, with a hydraulic diame-149

ter of the pore for a medical mask in the range between150

50 to 60 μm, [15], it is easy to see that the Reynolds151

number falls in the laminar regime with values less than152

Re ≈ 30, and thus it is allowable to use the well known153

Hagen-Poiseuille equation for the estimation of the pres-154

sure drop through the equivalent channel which is given155

by156

Δp =
8ρνLv̄f

r2h
(2)

where L is the length of the channel. Thus, in order157

to prevent the leakage of a given particle through the158

layer, current filtration strategies can recourse either in159

a decrease of the diameter of the pore or in increasing160

the length of the equivalent channel i.e., its thickness.161

It is easy to see, from Eq.(2) the detrimental effect on162

the pressure drop -and then on the breathability of the163

mask, if reduction of the pore is performed, and for the164

increase of the length i.e., the thickness of the layer or the165

number of layers, although to a minor extent, however,166

also with a direct impact in the breathability of the mask.167

168

B. The aerolayer169

Let us assume a medical mask which is composed by170

the traditional inner, middle and outer fibre layers as171

pictorially depicted in Fig. 2 at the left side. Now, let172

us replace the middle crisscrossing layer by a parallel173

rearrangement of the same fibres in the direction of174

the flow as shown in the same Fig. 2 at the right side.175

Because this new arrangement - hereafter called as176

the aerolayer, a virtual channel is created and then a177

velocity and pressure gradient developed because the178

condition of zero slip at the walls of the fibres. Thus,179

when a new particle enters the aerolayer will experience180

a pressure gradient field surrounding it which translates181

into a lift force which will push the particle towards182

the center of the channel, i.e., acting as a focusing183

force. Once the particle arrive at the centerline it will184

meet other particles already focused and upon contact185

coalesce will occur creating a single big droplet which186

now can be easily captured by a crisscrossing fiber sheet187

just in front of the aerolayer.188

189

To asses the feasibility of the above mentioned con-190

cept, the most critical parameter is the determination of191

the length of the aerolayer required in order to focus the192
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particles before they are exiting the channel. In order193

to develop the theoretical treatment in the next analysis,194

the actual shape of the channel, and the physical model195

used are shown in Fig. 3. Taking into account the lam-196

inar regime, the flow profile may be approximated by a197

parabolic Hagen-Poiseuille profile which for a fully devel-198

oped flow at a given radial position r from the centerline199

of the channel is given by200

vf (r) = 2v̄f

[
1− r2

r2h

]
(3)

where vf (r) is the axial fluid velocity at a given posi-201

tion r from the centerline; and rh = dh

2 is the hydraulic202

radius of the channel. Saffman (1965) [17], derived an203

expression for the lift force Fl acting on spherical bub-204

bles at laminar regime under the presence of a velocity205

gradient, and a modified equation was presented by Mei206

and Klausner (1994) [18]207

Fl =
1

2
clρv

2
rπa

2 (4)

where cl is the lift coefficient, vr is the relative velocity208

between the fluid and the droplet and a is the bubble209

or droplet’s radius. In regard to the relative velocity210

vr, no model for the bubble sliding velocity exists in the211

literature, [13], but in view of the several uncertainties in212

the analysis we assume a bubble sliding velocity half of213

the local fluid, i.e., vb = 0.5vf as suggested by [13] and214

[14], which seems that is the best figure which agrees well215

with the predictions by those authors in the calculation of216

the lift. For small Reynolds numbers, the lift coefficient217

is simplified as [13]:218

cl ≈ 2.74
dvf
dr

ν1/2

vr

(∣∣∣∣dvfdr

∣∣∣∣
)− 1

2

(5)

where
dvf
dr is the radial velocity gradient which can219

already be calculated from Eq.(3). On the other hand,220

because the radial motion induced by the lift forces, a221

drag force is also developed, which opposes the lift force.222

This drag force on a laminar regime is given by [19]:223

Fd = −4aπρνub (6)

where ub is the transverse (radial) bubble velocity.224

Assuming uniform, creeping motion in the r−direction,225

both forces are balanced226

Fd = −Fl (7)

Taking into account Eq.(4)-Eq.(6), one obtains for the227

transverse bubble velocity the following relationship228

ub = −0.685
v̄

3
2

f

ν
1
2

a

rh

[
1− r2

r2h

]
r

1
2 (8)

Now, the calculation of the length of the aerolayer is229

straightforward. For any infinitesimal radial displace-230

ment dr, the corresponding infinitesimal interval of time231

dt, is given by232

dt =
dr

ub
(9)

and thus the corresponding axial infinitesimal displace-233

ment dx is given by multiplying the interval of time dt234

by the axial velocity of the bubble vb at that point235

dx = vbdt (10)

where the axial velocity of the bubble can be calculated236

from the relative velocity as vb = vf − vr which consid-237

ering the already mentioned approximation vr = 0.5vf238

yields vb = 0.5vf , and thus Eq.(10) becomes239

dx = 0.5vfdt (11)

Taking into account Eq.(3), Eq.(8) and Eq.(9) inserted240

into Eq.(10), we obtain for the magnitude of dx241

dx = −1.46

√
ν

v̄f

rh
a

· dr
r

1
2

(12)

If we assume the worst hypothetical case, i.e., when242

the bubble of radius a is initially at the most distant243

position from the centerline r = rh−a - which maximizes244

the length of the aerolayer required, and as final position245

r = a, then the length of aerolayer is given by246

∫ L

0

dx = −1.46

√
ν

v̄f

rh
a

∫ a

rh−a

dr

r
1
2

(13)

which upon integration yields247

L

rh
� 2.92

√
ν

v̄f

1

a
1
2

[(rh
a

− 1
) 1

2 − 1

]
(14)

and when the particles are very small in comparison248

with the channel is simplified as249

L

rh
� 4.13√

Re

rh
a

(15)

The above equation is consistent regarding what is250

known on lift forces acting on channels, where it is known251

that the lift force is proportional to the ratio rh
a . Thus,252
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force decreases as the ratio increases and then the re-253

quired length for focusing the particles increases. Fi-254

nally, although the present work is a first assessment on255

the concept, and therefore the optimization of the aero-256

layer is out of scope of this preliminary work, it is easy to257

see by looking at Eq.(15) that the aerolayer offers inter-258

esting additional possibilities. For example, increasing259

the radius of the channel rh will increase the required260

length for aerodynamic focusing, however, in addition,261

by increasing the hydraulic radius, will have a direct im-262

provement in the breathability of the mask (see Eq.(2)),263

and thus, there will be a compromise between the length264

and the breathability. Because the aerolayer even using265

the same hydraulic diameter than the traditional mask266

has a reduction of the total thickness of the mask by re-267

placing the inner and outer thick crisscrossing layers by268

two thin sheets (see Fig. 2), then if it is kept the same269

thickness of the mask, the aerolayer can use larger hy-270

draulic diameters and thus improving the breathability271

further.272

III. RESULTS273

In order to obtain an idea of the required length of274

the aerolayer for aerodynamic focusing of the particles275

we assume a kinematic viscosity of air of ν = 1.50×10−5
276

m2/s at 20oC. The resulting curves for several radius of277

the droplets as a function of the mean breathability ve-278

locity are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the length279

of the aerolayer is below 1 mm, so even considering the280

several uncertainties in the model it seems that the aero-281

layer will be in any case a few millimeters as much. As a282

result, the substitution of the inner and the outer thick283

layers by the aerolayer not only will result in a capa-284

bility to capture the airborne particles (by aerodynamic285

focussing and growth) but actually because the aerolayer286

has approximately the same thickness of a single layer287

from a convectional mask but the other two layers (top288

and bottom) are not required as is the case for the tra-289

ditional masks (see illustrative comparison in Fig. 2 )290

because in the aero layer concept the top and bottom are291

not layers but just fibre sheets whose purpose is holding292

the aerolayer and then it translates into a reduction of the293

thickness � 2
3 of that used in the traditional approach.294

A. Coalescence and growth295

Now we have next to turn our attention to what296

happens once aerodynamic focusing occurs. In the297

preceding section, it was discussed that by a proper298

parallel rearrangement of the fibres an aerodynamic299

focusing effect is induced. An expression was derived,300

Eq.(14), for the estimation of the required length of the301

channel (the length of the fibre) in order to attain the302

desired aerodynamic focussing effect showing that the303

concept has merit to be further considered.304

FIG. 4. Required length of the aerolayer as a function of the
mean air velocity for different droplet radius.

305

However, the aerodynamic focussing induced by the306

aerolayer only promotes the clustering of particles at the307

center of the channel but does not guarantee, per se,308

that particles will ”melt” into bigger particles, i.e., that309

coalescence actually happen, which, as a matter of fact310

is the real objective pursued with the concept. Indeed,311

upon the contact of particles induced by the aerolayer,312

the particles can actually: a) rebound; b) breakup apart313

and then obtaining an effect diametrally opposite, i.e.,314

generating from a big particle several smaller particles315

which clearly is worsening the situation for filtration; or316

c) they can coalesce into a bigger particle which is the de-317

sired effect. These situations are pictorially sketched in318

Fig. 5. Therefore, it is mandatory to asses what kind of319

process is predominant, i.e., the rebound, the breakup or320

coalescence. The dominant mechanism can be assessed321

by the the probability of coalescence. Many models for322

the estimation of this probability are available in the lit-323

erature, for example, models based in a balance of ener-324

gies, [20], but in view of uncertainties, the simplest model325

based on the relative velocities of collision given by Liao326

et al. [21], seems preferable. According to this model, the327

probability,λ, that two droplets coalesce into one bigger328

droplet is based on the relative velocity between them at329

the moment of collision and on a certain critical velocity330

term,[21]331

λ = min

(
vcrit
vc

, 1

)
, with vcrit =

√
0.03γ

ρcreq
(16)

where vcrit is the critical velocity of the droplets; vc is332

the relative velocity of collision; γ is the surface tension333
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FIG. 5. Upon contact, induced by the focusing effect of the
aerolayer, drops can rebound, break into small ones or grow
by coalescence.

of the bubbles; ρc is the droplet’s density; and req is the334

equivalent droplet radius defined by335

req =
2a1a2
a1 + a2

(17)

being a1 and a2 the radius of the droplets. It is clear336

that a myriad of collisions with different angles and337

different velocities in direction and magnitudes are per-338

missible, Nevertheless, for preliminary estimations, the339

most pessimist case must be considered, i.e, considering340

the maximum velocity of collision which minimizes the341

probability of coalescence according with Eq.(16).342

343

Let us assume two droplets of radius a1 and a2, one344

of them, say, the droplet with radius a1, already focused345

in the centerline, and other with radius a2 which is ap-346

proaching as sketched in Fig. 6. The particle a1 in the347

centerline has only axial motion (a stability point where348

no radial forces exist), and, on the other hand, the par-349

ticle with radius a2 has two motions, namely, the axial350

and the radial motion (due to the lift which is propelling351

the particle toward the centerline). However, because352

the radial velocity is orders of magnitude lower than the353

axial velocity, we can neglect in our reasoning the ra-354

dial motion in comparison with the axial velocity for the355

calculation of the collision velocity. It is seen, that the356

maximum velocity of collision between both particles is357

FIG. 6. Physical collision at the centerline between droplets.

approximated as the relative axial velocity between par-358

ticles separated each other a distance a1 + a2. With the359

above assumption, if particle of radius a1 is already in the360

centerline and that with radius a2 is approaching, from361

Eq.(3) one obtains the most pessimistic collision velocity362

as363

vc � v̄f

[
(a1 + a2)

2

r2h

]
(18)

• Discussion364

365

In order to obtain an idea of the probability of coalesce366

for several radius of water droplets, it was computed the367

relationship Eq.(16) for bubble’s radius ranging from 0.5368

to 10 μm, and four typical values of the mean breath-369

ing velocity of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 m/s. The density370

of the water as well as its surface tension were taken as371

ρpc = 1000 kg/m3 and γ = 72.8 × 10−3 N/m at 20◦C,372

respectively. The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 7.373

It is seen that coalescence for small airborne particles374

is always 1, even for improbable high velocities as 10375

m/s. Only for big particles the probability drops to 0.8376

or thereabouts, but for this case, there is not need for377

coalesce because they can easily trapped by the tradi-378

tional crisscrossing fibre layer. Finally, the feasibility379

for industrial manufacturing the aerolayer must be ad-380

dressed in future research, however, the technology for381

fiber alignment is already a relatively mature technol-382

ogy, [22] and several technological approaches are avail-383

able being alignment by electrospinning one of the most384

used, [23], [24] allowing not only fiber alignment but also385

setting tensile properties and other specific applications386

from the designer.387

CL

Drop rebound

Drop breakage

Drop coalescence

a2a1

CL

vf(r=0)

vf(r=a1+a2)

ub

vf   ub
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FIG. 7. Water droplets coalescence probability for several values of the mean velocity of the fluid.

IV. CONCLUSIONS388

In this work a novel approach for airborne filtration389

and with particular reference to medical mask was dis-390

cussed. In this concept, and contrariwise to current ap-391

proaches, filtration is attained neither by decreasing the392

equivalent diameter of the pore nor by increasing the393

thickness or number of fibre crisscrossing layers -both of394

them with a strong penalty in the breathability of the395

mask, but rather by aerodynamic focussing and growth of396

the particles themselves. Aerodynamic focussing of parti-397

cles is achieved by a simple proper parallel rearrangement398

of the crisscrossing fibres which was called the aerolayer,399

and once focalized upon contact, growth of particles oc-400

curs by coalescence, which for typical breathing velocities401

and interesting sizes of particles has a probability near to402

1. Additional R&D is required in order to arrive at the403

most optimized practical design of the aerolayer.404

aaa405

aaa406

407

NOMENCLATURE:408

a = droplet’s radius409

cl = lift coefficient410

deq = droplets equivalent diameter411

dh = hydraulic diameter of the channel412

Fd = droplet’s drag force413

Fl = droplet’s lift force414

L = thickness of the mask layer415

p = presssure416

r = radial position, coordinate417

rh = hydraulic radius of the channel418

Re Reynolds number of the channel419

t = time420

ub = velocity of the droplet in the radial position421

vb = velocity of the droplet in the axial direction422

vc = relative-collision velocity between droplets423

vf = air velocity424

v̄f = mean air velocity425

vcrit = droplet critical velocity426

vr = relative velocity between the air and the droplet427

x = length co-ordinate428

429

aaa430

Greek symbols431

432

λ = probability of coalesce433

ν = kinematic viscosity of air434

μ = dynamic viscosity of air435

ρ = air density436

γ = surface tension437

ρc = water density438

λ = coalescence probability439

440

aaa441

subscripts442

443
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b = bubble444

c = collision445

d = drag446

h = hydraulic447

l = lift448

f = fluid449

r = relative450

451
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